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The paper presents a model used for improving the energy efficiency of dense fiber optical
networks present in large metropolitan areas. By reducing energy consumption the OPEX
(Operating Expenditures) is decreased offering thus competitive advantage to network operators. The proposed model uses a genetic algorithm approach in order to obtain viable network topologies that have the highest degree of robustness while minimizing energy consumption.
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Introduction
As a result of the rapid increase of Internet service demand, the infrastructure that
supports it has grown intensively. Much of
the development was made using incremental
changes and without following a precise optimal network design. This often led to suboptimal performance and high OPEX costs.
However, approaches that reduce the OPEX
costs by reducing power consumptions and
increasing energy efficiency can be applied.
In [2] [4] it is estimated that the energy consumption for supporting the Internet infrastructure can be as high as 4% in countries
with broadband connections. Similar energy
studies have indicated that ITC are indirectly
accountable for 2% of the CO2 emissions because of the greenhouse effect out of which
14.8% are the contribution of the network
equipments that make up the infrastructure.
For example, in [1] [4] it is shown that the
average power consumption for an 100mbit
SFP transceiver is around 3W while the consumption for a XenPak form factor transceiver is around 7W.
This paper presents a model for increasing
energy efficiency while considering the resilience of the network for a metropolitan area
last-mile internet service provider that operates a FTTB (Fiber-To-The-Building) infrastructure using SFP (Small Form-Factor
Pluggable) as optical fiber transmitters and
managed switches and routers.

2 Problem definition
Given an existing network infrastructure
represented by the graph G(E,V) where edge
set E represents the optical links in the network and vertex set V represents the nodes,
with E>>V, an energy consumption value is
associated with every link. This value depends on the Euclidian distance between the
nodes and the bandwidth of the transmitters
used:
3 𝑊, 𝑑 < 2𝑘𝑚
𝐸 = �7 𝑊 2𝑘𝑚 < 𝑑 < 7𝑘𝑚
14 𝑊 7𝑘𝑚 < 𝑑 < 𝑘𝑚

The goal is how to minimize the energy consumption of the network while ensuring the
best possible robustness of the network. The
metric used for robustness will have to take
in account the effects of network cascading
and improve over all availability of the network in case of a given series of events (network failures).
3 Problem solution
An efficient optical network is a network that
uses the least amount of possible interfaces.
Because all the network switches or routers
are connected to end-users it is not feasible to
shutdown nodes of the network.
The only possibility is to use the ability of
managed network switches, routers and media converter shelter units to shutdown power
to the optical transponders. As a result, unused, redundant or load balanced links can be
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stopped and the traffic rerouted during offpeak periods in which they are not required.
It is clear that by stopping these links the robustness of the network is greatly affected. A
balance must be found to ensure both energy
efficiency and reliability.
The proposed model uses a two stage algorithm. The first stage represents the generation of the admissible solution space which
contains a relatively large set of networks solutions that optimizes the energy consumption.
The algorithm is:
1. Initialize a state vector that contains one
element for each node of the network.
Each element of v[] is set to False
2. Initialize a vector that will contain admissible solutions as[]
3. Initialize a minimum energy consumption (mec) with the result returned by the
Mec() procedure
4. Initialize the current energy consumption
cost with zero (cec=0)
5. Initialize the current graph (cg) with a
graph that contains all the nodes and no
links
6. Set the root node as the current node and
mark in the state vector that the node is
visited: cn=root, v[cn]=True
7. Call Explore() procedure
procedure Explore (v[],as[],cn,mec,cec,cg)
1. For each link that is bounded by the current node:
1.1. If there is no value unmarked in vector v[] then
1.1.1.
If the current min. energy
consumption is equal to the min.
energy consumption
Add to the admissible
solution the current
graph
1.2. If opposite node is not marked as visited in the state vector then
1.2.1.
Set the current node as the
opposite of the current node
1.2.2.
Mark current node as visited
v[cn]=True
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1.2.3.
Add the link to the current
graph
1.2.4.
Call
procedure
Explore(v[],s[],mec,cec,cg)
1.2.5.
Remove the current link from
the current graph
1.2.6.
Mark current node as visited
v[cn]=False
procedure Mec()// Determine minimum optimum energy consumption
1. Initialize a consumption vector(cv) and
visited state vector(vv) that contains one
element for each node of the network.
The distance is set to infinity for all dv
elements and with False for each element in vv.
2. Set the minimum consumption to zero
3. While there still are nodes for which
vv[node] is False
3.1. Select the node that has the lowest
value in the consumption vector(cv)
as cn
3.2. Set v[cn]=True, add the consumption of the link to the minimum consumption.
3.3. Recalculate the consumption vector
that contain the needed energy to
connect the a node to the already
connected network
4. Return the minimum consumption
The minimum energy consumption (Mec())
for a given network in the previously specified optimization problem conditions is obtained by applying the minimum spanning
tree algorithm on the network topology graph
in which the cost of a edge is associated with
the energy consumption of the optical transmitters used on that link [3].
The second stage represents the heuristic
search in the admissible solution space for
the solution which leads to the most robust
network topology. It can be shown that two
different solutions that have the minimum
energy consumption can have different robustness. For example:
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Fig. 1. Minimum energy configurations topology example
Both solutions minimize the energy consumption which in this case is 4W but Solution 1 is less robust than Solution 2 since in
this case there is a higher probability that
node 3 will be down more often. The probability of node 3 in solution 1 to be down is:
-Probability of node N3 to be down
-Probability of node Nx to fail
which is higher than the one in solution 2:
In order to quantify the robustness differences in topologies, a special function is used
that takes into account the equipments’ cascading effect and also overall availability of
the network. Several network failure events
are randomly generated and used in all test
cases to preserve test consistency. All network events have the same duration in time,
are not concurrent and affect only one node
at a time. However, because of the network
topology, a failure can affect more than one
node. During a network failure if a node has
no path towards the exit router, it is considered to be down. The robustness of the network is measured as the number of operational nodes divided by the number of network events and divided by the number of
nodes.
1, 𝑥 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒
𝐴 (𝑥 ) = �
0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑡
A(*) the availability function
x
the current node
𝑁
∑𝑁𝐸
𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1 𝐴(𝑗)
𝐼𝑟 =
𝑁𝐸 ∗ 𝑁
Ir
the network robustness indicator
NE
the total number of events
N
the total number of nodes

Because the robustness function defined in
the above format is not an additive value it is
impossible to formulate an exact algorithm to
determine the most robust network.
The first step in implementing a genetic
search algorithm is to associate concepts like
individual, inheritance, selection, crossovers,
mutations, population and chromosomes
from biology to elements from computer
science optimization problems.
In the current situation an individual is a
feasible solution of the optimization problem
which is a sub network of the original network that minimizes the energy consumption
and still connects all the nodes. Each solution
is stored as a vector containing the individual
names of all the links that make up the solution graph.
By analogy a population is defined as set of
feasible solutions. The procedure explore
from the previous step is responsible for generating a initial set of feasible solutions
which becomes the initial population.
Inheritance represents the act of copying
most of the network topology structure of
one solution while alternating a few of the
links in order to produce another solution.
The genetic searching algorithm is an iterative process. Each iteration is called a generation. In each generation the most robust
solutions in the population (the fittest individuals) are selected to help obtain other better solutions (breed). Also in each generation
in order to prevent the growing of the memory needed to store the population the least robust solutions are discarded (less fit individuals die).
In order to obtain new better solutions two
genetic operators are applied: mutation and
crossover. The crossover operator permits the
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combination of information for two individuals with the purpose of obtaining new individuals. There are several types of crossover
techniques most important being: normal,
two point crossovers, cut and splice. However in this model the normal crossover and

two point crossovers are used because of the
length constrain of the solution vector. This
is due to the fact a number of links that make
up the network must is constant and if one
more link is added the minimum energy condition is not met anymore.

Fig. 2. Crossover between two admissible solutions
Because the network solution proposed by
the resulted individual needs to connect all
the nodes a special correction function is
used. This function eliminates the loops and
double links resulted from the application of
the crossover operator, by removing them
from the network topology and replacing
them with links connecting the nodes that
where left isolated nodes. In case of a loop
the nodes originating from the dominating
parent (individual that gave the most links)
are preferred to be eliminated.

For better understanding in Figure 2 a crossover is presented between two individuals
that represent two optimum energy efficient
networks that originate from the same original network. The two individual chromosomes are represented by the sets written bellow the name that contains the identification
numbers of the links that make up the proposed network solution. During the double
crossover procedure presented in Figure 3
sibling is created however it is not viable because a node is left isolated as it can be seen
in Figure 2.
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Fig. 3. Chromosomal representation of the crossover
The correction function will be then used to
obtain a viable sibling. The function will
eliminate the link 8 because it is inherited
from the dominating individual and replace it
with link 5 which will allow the reconstruction of the network.
The mutation operator randomly changes a
part of the information in one individual. Be-

cause of the problem constrains mentioned
previously in the current model the mutation
algorithm removes one link from the topology replaces it with another link. The solution
is then checked for viability and if it is not
viable the correction function also used for
crossover is applied.

Fig. 4. Mutation example for network topologies
In Figure 4 similar the crossover operator the
resulted sibling is not viable so the correction
function is applied. As a result link 8 is replaced with link 5.
The algorithm stops when the resulted population meets a predefined fitness requirement
or when the evolution process has stagnated
over multiple generations indicating that the
algorithm has converged towards a stable solution.
This step is performed by using genetic algorithms. The algorithm steps are:

1. Initialize the population starting from the
admissible solutions generated in stage 1
of the algorithm
2. Evaluate the fitness of the population by
calculating the robustness of each individual in the population
3. Until the robustness of the fittest individual in the population doesn’t change
within ε do:
3.1. Select the most robust solutions for
networks and produce cross-over
and mutation operations on them
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3.2. Evaluate whether the resulted networks are still connected and they
have an energy consumption equal
to the minimum energy consumption solutions. If these requirements
are not met the solution is discarded.
3.3. Evaluate the robustness of the solution and replace the solutions from
the population which are less robust
4 Evaluation
The performance evaluation of the model
needs to be done from three points of view:
1. Economical benefits reflected by the
energy consumption savings
2. Time of the algorithm to converge as a
function of the network complexity degree:
𝑁𝐶 = 𝑚 − 𝑛
NC network complexity degree
m number of links in the network
n number of nodes in the network
3. The robustness of the model proposed
solution versus the initial robustness average of the admissible solutions that

make up the initial population of the genetic algorithm.
The economical benefits are in a direct relation with the energy consumption savings.
The energy consumption is in turn in direct
relation with the number of links that can be
safely shut down during off peak hours. The
complexity degree itself can reveal a maximum threshold for energy savings. The proof
lies in the fact that the smallest network possible that still connects all nodes is a tree and
in a tree with n nodes there are exactly n
links. This means that if no bandwidth requirement on a link is exceeded then the
most energy efficient network would in fact
be a tree.
In order to estimate the amount of energy
savings we can also define a maximum power saving forecast which is equal to the network complexity degree multiplied by the
maximum consumption of the optical media
convertors. This function overestimates the
effective energy savings but offers a good estimate for network topologies with NC< 30.

Fig. 5. Power consumption saving
Figure 5 represents the dynamics between the
power savings and maximum energy saving
forecast as a functions of the network complexity. In order to obtain the energy savings
the power savings need to be multiplied with
the time in which the network operates in the
reduced form.

The algorithm convergence time can be
hard to estimate. Some of the algorithms involved in the model can be predicted quite
well. For instance the robustness function
call has the following complexity:
n

𝐶𝐼𝑟 = 𝑁 ∗ 𝑂(𝑛)
number of nodes in the network
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N

number of random generated events

The complexity is given by the fact that there
are N repetitive event and in all of them in
order to know how many nodes are functional a depth first traversal is needed. From this
complexity estimation we can estimate how
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fast is a call to this function. However for
other components such as the genetic algorithm search estimating the convergence time
is not possible. In order to estimate the convergence time several simulations have been
done (see Figure 5).

Fig. 6. CPU Time needed as a function of network complexity
Similar to the previous simulation, a fixed
network made up of n nodes was used. Within this network the number of links m was
gradually validated from n to n+70. The time
needed to solve the solutions was presented
in Figure 6. The figure shows an optimistic

linear dependency of CPU time to network
complexity.
The robustness of the proposed solutions
was evaluated using the same network topologies used in the previous setups. For reference, the robustness of the initial network is
also presented.

Fig. 7. Robustness performance analysis
The results of the simulation presented in
Figure 7 show that there is a dramatic decrease in the robustness of the network when
links are removed. However this is expected

and has to be assumed by the internet service
provider. The comparison between the initial
population and the solution provided by the
genetic algorithm search shows that there is a
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constant improvement over the whole network complexity range.
5 Conclusions
By analyzing the current trends it is clear that
the Internet is still undergoing an extensive
growth. It is mandatory that future network
planning especially for last mile connections
take into the consideration the possibility of
reducing energy consumption and thus reducing CO2 emissions.
Also a reducing OPEX costs could also
represent the key to a competitive advantage
on a market in with the margin for profit is
becoming thinner and thinner because of
competition.
The proposed algorithm shows good results
especially for Internet Service Providers that
have a large number of redundant links.
Energy savings can reach 6,5% for simulations ran based on real network topologies.
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